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Abstract
Spectra of the W25+ ion are studied using the collisional-radiative model
(CRM) with an ensuing cascade emission. It is determined that the cascade
emission boosts intensities only of a few lines in the 10− 30 nm range. The
cascade emission is responsible for the disappearance of structure of lines at
about 6 nm in the electron beam ion trap plasma. Emission band at 4.5 to
5.3 nm is also affected by the cascade emission. The strongest lines in the
CRM spectrum correspond to 4d94f 4 → 4f 3 transitions, while 4f 25d→ 4f 3
transitions arise after the cascade emission is taken into account.
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1. Introduction
Tungsten emission has been intensively studied over the last few decades
due to its application in fusion devices [1]. The intense lines in tungsten
spectra are observed at around 5 nm (mostly of N-shell ions) where a large
number of transitions from several charge states contributes to the plasma
emission. This region has attracted great attention due to its importance for
the plasma power balance and possible diagnostic applications. The 10− 30
nm region has been also investigated in the fusion and electron beam ion
trap (EBIT) device plasma [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In the fusion plasma, a complex
structure of lines is observed in this region. Surprisingly, the EBIT spectra
corresponding to the W15+ – W28+ ions feature only a few lines in the 13−18
nm wavelength range [5]. The emission from many tungsten ions contributes
to the line of sight measurements in the fusion plasma, thus, such spectra
contain many lines from the different ions. On the other hand, the EBIT
devices provide an unique opportunity to study the emission from one or
several neighboring ions. Therefore, analysis of their spectra is much easier
compared with those from other plasma sources. The emission originating
only from several ions can be the reason why the EBIT spectra are sparse
of the lines in the 13 − 18 nm range. However, the corona modeling of the
spectral line intensities provides complex structure of the lines for W25+ [8]
in the aforementioned range. Since these calculations contradict the EBIT
observations, it is necessary to check what kind of spectra corresponds to
the collisional-radiative modeling (CRM). On the other hand, it is shown
that the cascade emission boosts the intensities only for some lines of the
W13+ ion in the EBIT plasma [9]. It has to be noted that the term “cascade
emission” is used here instead of the radiative cascade in order to distinguish
population of the levels from the higher-lying levels through the radiative
cascade which is accounted in the corona model. The different population
mechanisms appear on the scene in these two cases [9]. The cascade processes
were mostly studied for the radiative and Auger decays when an inner-shell
vacancy was created [10, 11, 12, 13].
Ions in the EBIT move in cycloidal orbits spending part of their time
outside electron beam [14]. The cascade emission starts when the ions leave
the electron beam and the interaction with the electrons ends. This effect
is more pronounced for the ions in the low or intermediate ionization stages
[15]. It was found that under the same conditions, the higher charge ions
show less expansion in the radial direction. When the charge state of the ions
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increases, the Coulomb’s attraction force directed toward the electron beam
also increases. It leads to the decrease of the time the ions spend outside the
beam where the cascade emission depopulates the excited levels. The effec-
tive electron density is often introduced in order to reduce electron-impact
collision rates [15, 16]. The time fraction which the ions spend inside and
outside the electron beam depends on many parameters, such as ion temper-
ature, electron beam energy, electron beam current, electric and magnetic
fields. On the other hand, the range of the ion radius ri ratio against the ge-
ometric electron radius re can be expressed through the effective charge Zeff
of the ion: 1/(Zeff/Z)
α with 1 < α 6 2 [15]. For W25+, one can estimate
that the main paths of the ions span outside the electron beam: ri/re ≈ 3
α.
The main aim of the current work is to study the emission spectra of
the W25+ ion in the EBIT plasma by performing the CRM with ensuing
cascade emission. The emission from W25+ has not deserved wide attention
so far since calculations are complicated due to the open f shells. Systems
with the open f shells is further of interest for the study of the complex
multi-electron high-Z ions. The present work focuses on the 2 − 30 nm
region which accumulates the main emission from the W25+ ion [8]. As far
as we know, influence of the cascade emission on the formation of lines in
the EBIT plasma has not been studied for this ion before. Previous works
concentrated on analysis of the spectral lines obtained from the CRM or
the corona model [3, 8]. It was shown that the corona model is suitable for
the low density EBIT plasma [17]. The CRM calculations included the 4f 3
and 4f 25l (l = 0, 1, 2, 3) configurations but omitted the important the 4d94f 4
and 4f 25g configurations [3]. Only the strongest lines were presented in their
work. The current study has been extended to 19612 levels compared with
13937 levels used in the corona model calculations [8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
present theoretical methods used to calculate atomic data and emission spec-
tra. In Section 3, the determined emission spectra corresponding to the CRM
and the cascade emission are discussed.
2. Theoretical methods
Energy levels, radiative transition probabilities, and electron-impact exci-
tation rates for W25+ have been calculated using Flexible Atomic Code (FAC)
[18] which implements the relativistic Dirac-Fock-Slater method. Previous
study included 22 configurations [8] while the current work employs 43 con-
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figurations: 4f 3, 4f 25l (l = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), 4f 26l′, 4f 27l′ (l′ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5),
4f 28l, 4d94f 4, 4d94f 35l′′ (l′′ = 0, 1, 2), 4d94f 25s2, 4d84f 5, 4f5s2, 4f5s5l′′′
(l′′′ = 1, 2, 3, 4), 4f5p2, 4f5p5d, 4f5s6l, 4p54f 4, 4p54f 35s. These configu-
rations produce 19612 levels. Configuration interaction has been taken into
account for all the considered configurations. The radiative transition prob-
abilities have been calculated for electric dipole, quadrupole, and octupole
and for magnetic dipole and quadrupole transitions.
Electron-impact excitation cross-sections are obtained within the dis-
torted wave approximation. Collision rates are calculated for 790 eV electron
beam energy which corresponds to the energy used in the spectra measure-
ments [5]. The Gaussian distribution function with a full width at a half-
maximum of 30 eV is used for the electron energy.
Populations of levels in the CRM have been obtained by solving the sys-
tem of coupled rate equations
dni(t)
dt
= Ne
∑
k
nk(t)Cki+
∑
k>i
nk(t)A
r
ki−Neni(t)
∑
k
Cik−ni(t)
∑
j<i
Arij (1)
in the steady-state equilibrium approximation (dni
dt
= 0). Here ni is the
population of the level i, Arij is the radiative transition probability from the
level i to the level j, and Cik is the electron-impact excitation rate from the
level i to the level k, Ne is the electron density (Ne = 1× 10
12 cm−3).
Total populations of the levels during the cascade emission can be found
by summation of the population in every step of the cascade:
nj+1i =
∑
m>i
njmA
r
mi∑
k<mA
r
mk
, (2)
where nji corresponds to the population of the level i in j step of the cascade.
By the step of the cascade, we mean all possible radiative transitions from
every not zero-populated level to the other levels. Thus, transfer of the
population through the intermediate levels is not included in the single step.
Equation (2) means that radiative transition from the level m to the level i
transfers only part Armi/
∑
k<mA
r
mk of the population n
j
m. The same approach
was used analyzing Auger cascades [10, 12, 13]. Since the cascade emission
takes place after ions leave electron beam, the initial population of the levels
for the first step of the cascade is determined from the CRM.
Equation (2) determines the populations of the levels when all the higher-
lying levels are depopulated by the radiative decay. However, fraction of
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depopulation strongly depends on the time which the ions spend outside the
electron beam. In this case, the population of the levels has to be determined
by solving the time-dependent rate equations which omits interaction with
the electrons:
dni(t)
dt
=
∑
k>i
nk(t)A
r
ki − ni(t)
∑
j<i
Arij . (3)
The total population ni(∆t) which leaves the level i during the time
interval ∆t is found by integrating expression:
dni(t)
dt
= ni(t)
∑
j<i
Arij (4)
which leads to
ni(∆t) =
∫ ∆t
0
dni(t)
dt
dt =
∫ ∆t
0
ni(t)dt
∑
j<i
Arij . (5)
Here ∆t is the time the ions have spent outside the electron beam. Equation
(5) provides the populations for the time-integrated line intensities. The
total population obtained by summation of the population from every step
of the cascade in Eq. (2) corresponds to the integration taking ∆t = ∞ in
Eq. (5). Practically, however, convergence of the spectral line intensities
has to be obtained for the finite time values. The equation (2) is applied to
calculate the final spectra of the cascade emission. Thus, there is no need to
perform convergence check of the spectra obtained from Eq. (5).
3. Results
The CRM spectrum in the 2 − 30 nm range is presented in Fig. 1. The
strongest lines correspond to the 4d94f 4 → 4f 3 and 4f 25d→ 4f 3 transitions.
These lines form complex structure at about 5 nm. It has to be noted that
our CRM calculations succeeded to reproduce a smaller peak in the 5.5−6 nm
region. The similar peak but with larger intensity was obtained for W23+ in
the CRM spectra at various electron densities using Maxwellian distribution
for the electron velocities [7]. The spectra from fusion plasma contain this
additional structure of the lines [2]. The following lines mainly arise from
the 4d94f 4 → 4f 3 transitions in our calculations. However, this structure
is not seen in the EBIT plasma of tungsten ions [19] suggesting that some
other mechanisms are responsible for the line formation.
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Figure 1: CRM spectrum of W25+. The inset shows structure of lines in the range 10− 30
nm.
The current CRM calculations (Fig. 1) and the previous results from
the corona model [9] present a complex structure of the emission lines in
the range 10− 30 nm. In the current calculations, the number of configura-
tions has been increased to check the influence of higher-lying levels on the
formation of spectral lines. It has to be noted that the strongest lines in
the spectral range arise from the 4f 25s→ 4f 3 transitions which have wave-
lengths in the 10−12 nm region. The configuration 4f 25s is the first excited
one which can decay to the ground configuration only through the electric
octupole transitions in a single-configuration approximation. Extended basis
of interacting configurations makes it possible for the electric dipole transi-
tions to occur. However, their transition probabilities are much lower than
those of other electric dipole transitions in the region. Other strong lines in
this region come from the 4f 25f → 4f 25d (12 − 16 nm), 4f 25d → 4f 25p
(12− 14, 16− 18 nm), and 4f 25p→ 4f 25s (16− 19, 27− 30 nm) transitions.
Unfortunately, the EBIT spectra exhibit just a few lines in the spectral
range from 13 to 18 nm [5]. As the theoretical spectra contain the com-
plex structure of lines compared with the observations, it was suggested that
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Figure 2: Cascade emission spectrum of W25+. The inset shows structure of lines in the
10 − 20 nm range. The factor shows an increase of the line intensities compared to the
CRM spectrum.
cascade emission process, which starts after ions leave the electron beam,
could be important in the formation of the spectral lines. It has been previ-
ously demonstrated that the cascade emission highlights only a few lines in
the spectrum [9]. However, such an effect has been determined for the low
ionization stage, W13+. As was mentioned above, influence of the cascade
emission has to be larger for the lower ionization stages compared to the in-
termediate charge states, which, as far as we know, have never been studied
using the cascade emission process.
Figure 2 shows that the cascade emission highlights several lines in the
range 10 − 30 nm for the W25+ ion. In this case, the population of levels is
obtained using Eq. (2). In our view, the presented results demonstrate the
validity of our idea that the cascade emission is responsible for line formation
in the EBIT spectra. The strongest lines correspond to the 4f 25d → 4f 25p
and 4f 25p→ 4f 25s transitions in W25+ among the levels with high J values
(Table 1). Due to the the significantly smaller number of such levels and
selection rules for the electric dipole transitions, the cascade emission leads
to the concentration of intensity.
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Table 1: The strongest lines of the cascade emission spectrum forW 25+ in the 10−20 nm wavelength
range. Wavelengths λ, relative intensities I, and indexes of initial i and final f levels are presented.
J stands for the total angular momentum quantum number.
λ (nm) I i f Ji Jf Initial level Final level
16.698 100 1094 107 17/2 15/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6) 5p1
3/2
17.653 54 107 51 15/2 13/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5p1
3/2
4f2
7/2
(6) 5s1
1/2
16.693 25 1152 127 17/2 15/2 4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
(6) 5d1
5/2
4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
(6) 5p1
3/2
16.796 21 1061 99 15/2 13/2 4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
(5) 5d1
5/2
4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
(5) 5p1
3/2
13.173 9 1029 76 15/2 13/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
(3) 4f2
7/2
(6) 5p1
1/2
13.085 8 1003 69 13/2 11/2 4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
(5) 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
(5) 5p1
1/2
16.852 6 1087 109 15/2 13/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6) 5p1
3/2
13.062 5 1038 76 15/2 13/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
4f2
7/2
(6) 5p1
1/2
12.937 5 1109 85 15/2 13/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
(6) 5p1
1/2
The EBIT experiment for the W25+ ion also contains few strong lines
but with shorter wavelengths by about 2 nm compared with our calcula-
tions. The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental wavelengths
shows that important correlation effects are not taken into account for the
4f 25d → 4f 25p and 4f 25p → 4f 25s transitions. The importance of the
correlation effects for tungsten ions has been illustrated for magnetic dipole
transitions [20, 21] using configuration interaction strength [22, 23] to build
basis of the interacting configurations. However, these calculations are very
cumbersome. Furthermore, for Er-like tungsten it was found that FAC can
show discrepancy for wavelengths within 2 nm of the measured values when
the correlation effects are not considered [24].
It has to be noted that influence of the 4f 25s → 4f 3 transitions on the
line formation is negligible in the cascade emission spectrum. The corona
model has revealed that intensities of these lines strongly increase due to
contributions of the higher-lying levels through radiative cascade [8].
The relative intensities of the lines in the 4− 7 nm region compared with
the lines at the shorter wavelength side are strongly increased in the cas-
cade emission spectrum (Fig. 2) compared with the CRM spectrum (Fig.
1). These lines in the 2 − 4 nm range originate from the 4f 25g → 4f 3,
4f 26g → 4f 3, 4f 27g → 4f 3, and 4f 28g → 4f 3 transitions. The previous
investigation showed that strong electron-impact excitations occur from the
ground configuration to the 4f 25g and 4f 26g configurations [8]. Populations
of these configurations are not affected by the cascade emission process be-
cause the 4f 25g, 4f 26g, 4f 27g, and 4f 28g configurations are highly excited
8
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Figure 3: Theoretical spectra of the W25+ ion obtained a) from the CRM and b) from the
CRM with ensuing emission cascade [Eq. (2)] in the 4− 7 nm spectral range. The factor
shows an increase of the line intensities compared to the CRM spectrum.
ones. The cascade emission is responsible for increase of the spectral line
intensities at 5 nm.
Other interesting result of modeling is formation of lines in the 4.5− 5.3
nm region (Fig. 3). It seems that the structure of these lines is not so
significantly affected by the cascade emission as in the 13 − 18 nm range
because the emission lines overlap in the CRM and cascade emission spectra.
However, it can be seen from Fig. 3 that the cascade emission spectrum is
more structured than the CRM one and distribution of the line intensities
is different. The CRM calculations show that the lines in the 4.5 − 5.3
nm region correspond to the 4d94f 4 → 4f 3 and 4f 25d → 4f 3 transitions.
Nevertheless, other levels are involved in the line formation for the cascade
emission spectrum compared to the CRM calculations. Figure 4 shows how
line intensities in the region changes with time. It can be seen that many
strong lines disappear from the spectrum while the other line intensities are
significantly increased. The strongest lines in the CRM spectrum correspond
to the 4d94f 4 → 4f 3 transitions (Table 2) while the 4f 25d→ 4f 3 transitions
dominate in the cascade emission spectrum (Table 3). One can see that the
distribution of the line intensities in the CRM calculations is more smooth
9
compared with the cascade emission data. There are only a few strong lines
in the cascade emission spectrum.
Table 2: The strongest lines of the CRM spectrum for W 25+ in the 4 − 7 nm wavelength range.
Wavelengths λ, relative intensities I, and indexes of initial i and final f levels are presented. J stands
for the total angular momentum quantum number.
λ (nm) I i f Ji Jf Initial level Final level
4.546 100 1221 31 15/2 17/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(2) 3/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.656 99 1200 31 17/2 17/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 5/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.543 91 1186 6 13/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
(1) 4f3
7/2
(15/2) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.544 91 1176 3 11/2 13/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 5/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.536 87 1204 13 11/2 13/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f3
5/2
(9/2) 3 4f1
7/2
4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
4.539 84 1220 27 11/2 13/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 5/2 4f2
7/2
(4) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(4)
4.543 82 1209 18 13/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
(1) 4f3
7/2
(15/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
4.544 79 1219 29 13/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
(1) 4f3
7/2
(15/2) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.727 78 1137 13 13/2 13/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f3
5/2
(9/2) 4 4f1
7/2
4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
4.682 75 1188 29 15/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
(1) 4f3
7/2
(15/2) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.701 72 1160 18 15/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f3
5/2
(9/2) 4 4f1
7/2
4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
4.721 68 1174 27 13/2 13/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 5/2 4f2
7/2
(4) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(4)
4.539 66 1167 1 9/2 11/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f3
5/2
(9/2) 3 4f1
7/2
4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
4.733 65 1121 6 15/2 15/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.738 59 1183 34 11/2 11/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
(1) 4f3
7/2
(11/2) 4f3
7/2
(11/2)
4.727 55 1095 3 13/2 13/2 4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
4 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.572 51 1203 12 9/2 11/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 5/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.524 49 1223 34 9/2 11/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
(1) 4f3
7/2
(11/2) 4f3
7/2
(11/2)
4.751 47 1054 1 11/2 11/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f3
5/2
(9/2) (4) 4f1
7/2
4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
5.116 44 989 31 19/2 17/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) (7/2) 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
The spectral feature of lower intensity is visible at about 5.5 nm to 6 nm
in the CRM spectrum but it is not seen in the cascade emission calculations.
This additional lower intensity peak is presented in the fusion spectra [2]
but it disappears from the EBIT spectra [19]. The obtained results illustrate
importance of the cascade emission of ions outside the electron beam in the
EBIT device. To the best of our knowledge, these differences in the fusion and
EBIT spectra have not been explained before. It has to be noted that group
of lines in 5.5 − 6.0 nm region seen in the CRM spectrum disappears from
the cascade emission spectrum after about 10−8 s. The relative intensities
of the lines decrease about two times after 2 · 10−10 s and four times after
10−9 s compared to the intensity of the strongest line in the spectrum. Since
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this group of lines is not seen in the EBIT spectrum it implies that the ions
spend outside the beam in average more than 10−9 s.
Table 3: The strongest lines of the cascade emission spectrum for W 25+ in the 4− 7 nm wavelength
range. Wavelengths λ, relative intensities I, and indexes of initial i and final f levels are presented.
J stands for the total angular momentum quantum number.
λ (nm) I i f Ji Jf Initial level Final level
5.116 100 989 31 19/2 17/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 7/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.716 62 1121 6 15/2 15/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
5/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.818 52 1061 6 15/2 15/2 4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
5 5d1
5/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.800 43 1152 31 19/2 17/2 4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
6 5d1
5/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.864 37 1029 6 15/2 15/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
5.007 29 1038 27 15/2 13/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(4)
4.856 26 1087 18 15/2 15/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
5/2
4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
4.656 25 1200 31 17/2 17/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 5/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.727 23 1095 3 13/2 13/2 4f1
5/2
4f1
7/2
4 5d1
5/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
5.147 23 899 6 17/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f3
5/2
(9/2) 5 4f1
7/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
5.014 22 956 6 17/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 7/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
5.024 21 1029 27 15/2 13/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(4)
5.106 18 956 18 17/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f2
5/2
(4) 7/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
5.048 17 1018 29 17/2 17/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
1 4f3
7/2
(15/2) 4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.901 16 1109 31 15/2 17/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
3/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
4.701 15 1160 18 15/2 15/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f3
5/2
(9/2) 4 4f1
7/2
4f2
5/2
(4) 4f1
7/2
4.773 13 1087 6 15/2 15/2 4f2
7/2
(6) 5d1
5/2
4f1
5/2
4f2
7/2
(6)
5.094 10 949 13 15/2 13/2 4d3
3/2
(3/2) 4f1
5/2
(4) 7/2 4f2
7/2
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In addition, we have estimated influence of charge exchange process on
formation of spectral lines due to interaction with neutrals. The captured
electron occupies a state with principal quantum number nc ≈ Z
3/4
eff (Zeff is
the effective charge of the ion) [25]. For the W26+ ion, one can derive nc ≈ 12.
The angular momentum of the captured electron is defined by the ion charge
and the relative collision velocity v (in atomic units): l = (5Zeff)
0.5v [25];
that leads to l = 0 for the considered collision energy. Again, the cascade
emission from the 4f 212s configuration gives a large number of the lines in
the 13 − 18 nm range. It indicates that the charge exchange process is not
important for the formation of the spectral lines from the W25+ ion in the
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Figure 4: Time-integrated spectra of cascade emission in the 4.4− 5.5 nm region. Times
spent by ions outside the elecron beam are shown. The factor shows an increase of the
line intensities compared to the CRM spectrum.
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EBIT plasma. The same result was obtained for the W13+ ion [9] and for the
higher ionization stages of the tungsten ions [26, 27].
4. Conclusions
The CRM with ensuing cascade emission have been studied for the W25+
ion. It is demonstrated that the cascade emission is responsible for formation
of some lines in the EBIT spectra of the W25+ ion. These lines correspond
to transitions among the levels with high J values.
The relative intensity of lines at 5 nm is strongly increased in the cascade
emission spectrum compared to the lines at the shorter wavelength side which
are not affected by the cascade emission. The cascade emission produces
only few strong lines in the region while the CRM calculations give more
smooth distribution for the line intensities. The strongest lines in the CRM
spectrum correspond to the 4d94f 4 → 4f 3 transitions while many lines from
the 4f 25d→ 4f 3 transitions appear in the cascade emission calculations.
The CRM gives a spectrum with a complex structure of lines in the
13− 18 nm region contradicting the observations as well as cascade emission
spectrum. Calculations show that the lines belong to the 4f 25d → 4f 25p
and 4f 25p→ 4f 25s transitions.
The less intense line structure observed in fusion spectra at about 6 nm
is reproduced by our CRM calculations. The missing structure of the lines in
the EBIT measurements is explained by the cascade emission of ions outside
the electron beam. The reason of the difference between the fusion and EBIT
spectra for this wavelength region has never been determined before. Time-
integrated study of the line intensities gives that the ions spend in average
more than 10−9 s outside the electron beam.
Finally, our results demonstrate that the cascade emission has to be taken
into account for the ions in intermediate ionization stages when the spectra
from the EBIT plasma are analyzed. The CRM alone does not provide
a reasonable agreement with the measurements because it omits physical
processes which occur after the ions leave the electron beam region.
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